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1 Large standing figure of Churchill as Lord
Warden of Cinque Ports

!is ceramic figure modeled by Ray Noble, Produced by Manor 
Limited Editions, stands 10 inches tall. Churchill wears his uniform
with hat in hand, sword and Lord Warden flag at his back, with 
bollards on base. !is no. 150 of 750. Retail is £180/$300.  
$125.00

2 Large Glass bust by Webb Corbett Crystal

A translucent glass bust of Churchill, stands about 12 inches. Issued
in a limited edition of only 250, this being no. 99. Truly scarce. 
!is bust not mentioned in Hall, not listed in Carmichael or 
Rivkin catalogs. I could find only one listing, at $1500.00, from the
early 90's. !ink how this would look if illuminated from below.  
$400.00

3 Royal Doulton HN 3433 Churchill figure

Large limited edition figure of Churchill walking with hat and 
overcoat, about 12 in. tall. Comes with certificate and silk lined 
display box 13.5 inches high. !is is no. 895 of 5000 numbered 
examples.   RRP new is $1100.00  $500.00

4 Wedgwood plate for 50th Anniversary of
WW2

!is 8.75 inch plate was made by Wedgwood for !e Daily Mail 
in 2005 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the end of WW2.
$10.00

5 Atlantic Charter Plate from 1942

!is large plate has about a one inch dish and is 10.5 inch 
diameter. Makers mark on base says Vernon Kline USA made in 
1942. Not found in Hall. !e last one of these I had sold for 
$120.00 back in 2011.   $60.00

6 double deck of 1955 Worshipful Churchill
cards

!e special decks of cards issued each year by the Worshipful 
Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has featured Churchill 
twice- in 1943 and 1955. !e 1955 cards show Churchill with all 
his decorations with the Commons in background. Here is a 2 deck
set of both red and blue deck. !e cards are very crisp, so little use.
Both decks complete plus 4 jokers and 2 blanks. Supplied in makers
original box with some wear.  $100.00

7 Churchill the Bricklayer figure by Manor

!is large figure is about 10 inches high, lots of detail, produced in
multiple colourways, this one has a yellow coat.   $120.00

8 Large bronze bust of Churchill by Heyfron

Sculptor Victor Heyfron produced several sculptures of Churchill.
!is is known as the Spartan Churchill. It is about 11 inches high,
not counting the wood base which is not attached.  Cold cast from
85% bronze resin. Large, impressive bust.  $120.00

9 Royal Doulton VE Day plate

!is 10.5 inch plate is no. 955 of a limited edition of 2500, 
features original artwork by Andrew Wheatcroft. Doulton code 
PN63  $15.00

10 Churchill the Artist, figure by Manor
Limited Editions

!is ceramic figurine is about 9.25 ins. tall, and shows Churchill 
sitting at his easel doing a painting. !is figure was produced with 
several pictures shown on the canvas. !is model has a view from 
Chartwell with snow in winter.  $75.00
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11 Bronze bust of Churchill by Heyfron

Cold cast bronze material with integral square plinth, overall about
7 inches. Victor Heyfron has done a number of sculptures of 
Churchill; this is known as the Bow-Tie bust  $90.00

12 Large Churchill Centenary medal style
plaque

!is looks like a giant coin or medal, overall just under 7 inches 
with a pronounced high relief. It looks like a silver coiored metal, 
but is too light, so must be a metallic finish over a more mundane
material. Has a label on the back stating produced by the Churchill
Centenary Trust and has a facsimile signature of Clementine 
Churchill. I have never seen one of these before.  $100.00

13 Churchill character jug in matte finish

!is jug has a plain handle, and is unglazed with a matte finish. 
!e artist name on the base is signed M. Dilke. Detailed hand 
painted.   $40.00

14 Heritage Sculptures bronze bust of Churchill
in naval hat

Sculpted by Anthony Leonard, the bust features Churchill in his 
Royal Yacht Squadron hat, mounted on a wood base made from 
timber from Havengore. !is is no. 2 of a limited edition of 2000.
$75.00

15 Kevin Francis ceramic bust of Churchill

!is bust modelled by Ray Noble, height 6 inches, depth 7 ins 
from cigar to handle. !is no. 205 in an edition of 750.  $35.00

16 Churchill character jug with anchor handle

!is is a good sized character jug, over 6 inches tall. Painted a plain
tan, it is marked Shorter on the base. !e history of this mould is 
complex, see Hall p.34 and 41.   $75.00

17 Wedgewood glass paperweight with
Churchill cameo

Heavy 3 inch diameter paperweight has blue jasper inset with 
Churchill cameo. Nearly 2 inch thick.  $30.00

18 Royal Doulton standing figure of Churchill
in white suit HN3057

!is well known Doulton figurine stands 11 ins. tall, released in 
1984. Retail on this is £400/$660.00.   $175.00

19 Churchill V Day jug by Royal Doulton
D6934

!is small character jug by Royal Doulton features a handle that 
shows the VE day front page of the London News-Chronicle with 
photos and headline. Height about 4 inches.  $45.00

20 Bairstow Manor figure of Churchill with dog

!is ceramic figure modelled by Ray Noble, stands about 6 inches,
titled Tranquil Moments. !is number 45 of an edition of 500.   
$50.00
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21 Churchill the Artist, figure by Manor
Limited Editions

!is ceramic figurine is about 9.25 ins. tall, and shows Churchill 
sitting at his easel doing a painting. !is figure was produced with 
several pictures shown on the canvas. !is model has a scene on 
Lake Como  $75.00

22 Heyfron bronze bust of Churchill

!is bust by Sculptor Victor Heyfron is known as the wrap-around
bust. Height about 8 inches. !is is cold cast in a bronze material.
$80.00

23 Churchill glass plaque paperweight by R.
Strand

Circular glass 5.5 inch diameter 1 inch thick, Churchill etched in 
bottom. !is is no. 1442 of 5000. !e artist is R. (Rune) Strand, 
noted Swedish glass etcher.   $50.00

24 1939 Churchill jug from Kirklands

!is jug was issued to mark Churchill's return to the Admiralty in
1939, and is meant to look like a bowsprit on the front of a ship 
with waves. From Kirklands of Etruria near Stoke-on-Trent. About
7.5 inches high. Kirklands mark on base. !is exact piece shown in
Hall on p. 35.   $200.00

25 Double deck of Woshipful cards from 1943

!e special decks of cards issued each year by the Worshipful 
Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has featured Churchill 
twice- in 1943 and 1955. !ese 1943 cards are far scarcer and show
Churchill receiving the Freedom of the City of London in June. 
Here is a 2 deck set of both red and blue deck, housed in the 
original embossed maroon leatherette case. Both cards and case well
used.   $120.00

26 Fancy wartime plate- !e Fighting Premier

!is 11 inch plate made by Crown Ducal, features a transfer of a 
Cecil Beaton photo, and an elaborate florentine moulded edge 
design. See Hall p. 148.   $40.00

27 Small transferware Churchill plate

!is plate likely wartime, made by Liverpool Road Pottery, Stoke-
on-Trent. Elaborate border surrounds standard transfer image, 6 
inch diameter. See item 36 on p. 150 in Hall.  $10.00

28 Nemon bust of Churchill from MMI

!is bust is cast from some sort of white resin material and has 
color texture to make it appear aged. !ese were made by MMI, 
and were sold in the White House gift shop at $129.00, but have 
now sold out. Overall height on wood plinth is 8.75 ins.  $75.00

29 Cast iron plaque of Churchill

!is oval plaque measures about  3.5 x 5.5 inches, just over 1 half 
inch depth. On the rear it states SALOP IRON, ENGLAND. 
(Salop is the abbreviation for Shropshire)  $20.00

30 Royal Winton Churchill jug 1941

Produced by Royal Winton Grimwades in several sizes, see Hall p.
34, which advises multiple sizes and colorways. !is jug is nearly 5 
inches high with black hat. !e handle is a cigar. !e bottom 
stamping states Premier of Gt. Britain, Man of the Year.  $75.00
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31 Small character jug of Churchill  w naval hat

!is jug produced by Bairstow Manor about 4.25 inches high, 
modelled by Ray Noble. !is no. 503 of 1500.  $25.00

32 French paperwight with pewter bust of
Churchill

A metal base contains a 3-D bust of Churchill with a flag 
background. !e glass blob above looks best when viewed from 
above. Artist is G. Poillerat.  $20.00

33 Sealed deck of 1943 Woshipful Churchill
playing cards

!e special decks of cards issued each year by the Worshipful 
Company of  Makers  of Playing Cards has featured Churchill 
twice- in 1943 and 1955. !ese 1943 cards are far scarcer and show
Churchill receiving the Freedom of the City of London in June. 
Here is a deck still sealed in the 3p duty stamp. Supplied in dark 
green box with Worshipful arms in gold (dulled)  $75.00

34 Seated Figure of Churchill by Tom Clark

!is highly detailed figure is made by Tom Clark, a modern 
sculptor who has become highly collectible. !is heavy 18 pound 
statue is made from crushed walnut shells. 9 x 11 x 13 inches high.
Churchill holds a scroll which has readable text in tiny type of his 
speech of 29 May 1940.   $250.00

35 Heritage sculptures RAF bust of Churchill

!is bust has Churchill in RAF uniform and hat.  Made from 
marble resin with a bronze finish. Height overall about 7 ins. . 
Sculpted by Tony Leonard, who runs Heritage Sculptures in West
Sussex. !is is no. 2 of a limited edition of 2000, includes 
certificate.  $75.00

36 Baccarat Crystal Churchill paperweight 1954

Classic Baccarat sulphide paperweight with clear base, dated 1954
$25.00

37 Large character jug of Churchill in RAF
uniform

!is jug is 11 inches tall, from Lady Grace China, of the KF/Peggy
Davies line. Features a large prop on the back as a handle. !is is 
no. 103 of 650 in a limited edition. twice the size of many jugs on 
the market. One of these is offered online at WCshop for 
$1650.00. Fine undamaged condition.  $250.00

38 Large marble bust of Churchill

!is bust stands 13 ins. overall with a black circular base. Made 
from reconstituted marble, finish is very smooth but not shiny.  
$100.00

39 Baccarat Crystal Churchill paperweight 1954

Classic Baccarat sulphide paperweight with deep blue base, dated 
1954  $25.00

40 Sterling silver plate by Annigoni

!is large hallmarked plate is made from Sterling silver, designed 
by Pietro Annigoni, was issued by !e Pobjoy Mint in a numbered
edition of 2500, this is no. 682.  Diameter is 10 inches, weighs 
about 415 grams. See Hall p. 142  $400.00
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41 Churchill Centenary Trust silver dish

!is 8 inch  sterling silver dish features a relief portrait heavily 
plated in 24 carat gold. It was produced in 1974 by  Pinches Mint
Ltd. on behalf of the Churchill Centenary Trust.   !is item can be
seen in Hall p. 142.  Priced at $1250.00 15 years ago in Carmichael
Catalog. !e plate comes mounted in velvet in a 10 inch square 
wooden standing frame with a strut. Supplied in its original makers
box which was poorly designed and does not hold up well. Includes
certificate.  $275.00

42 Wedgwood blue jasper Churchill pin dish

Small 4.5 inch dish comes in maker's box with leaflet.  $20.00

43 !e famous Royal Doulton toby jug in all 3
sizes

!ese are very familiar jugs, production having started in the 1940s
and reissued many times over the years. !e 3 sizes are 4, 5.5 and 9
inches.  $75.00

44 Churchill tankard from Wedgwood

!is is a good sized mug, just under 5 inches high, featuring images
of Churchill and Chartwell with descriptive text on the bottom. 
released in 1965 by Wedgwood. !is exact piece shown on Hall p.
158  $20.00

45 Churchill Tankard in pewter

!is commemorative tankard is made in England of silver polished
pewter. Capacity 1 pint, glass bottom, Churchill's offices and 
achievements inscribed on sides. Height 5 inches, diameter at base
4 inches. Issued by the Naval and Military Gallery in 1980. Clean,
not tested for ale holding qualities. See p. 158 in Hall.  $40.00

46 Crystal paperweight with gold bust of
Churchill

A 3 inch glass sphere with a flat base and a gold image of Churchill
that changes dramatically as the viewpoint shifts. No indication of
maker.  $20.00

47 Large seated figure of Churchill
brtoadcasting a speech

!is figure produced by Kevin Francis 1999/2000 as their 
Collectors Guild figure. Height about 10 inches. !is is no. 112. 
Retail was $250.00  $125.00

48 Bairstow Manor figure of Churchill Man of
the Century in black suit

!is standing figure modeled by Ray Noble, about 8.5 inches tall, 
in an edition of 500, this no. 68.  It has Churchill in a black suit, 
on a tan oval base.  $50.00

49 Oscar Nemon bust of Churchill on wood
plinth

!is well known sculpture reproduced in white Alvastone by the 
Alva Co. Overall height about 9 inches. Hard white material looks 
like marble. A popular and impressive bust.  $120.00

50 Cast aluminum Victory Bell

!ese Victory bells were cast from metal salvaged from shot-down 
enemy airplanes. Sold in aid of the RAF benevolent Fund, has 
portraits of the big three around the body of the bell, and V symbol
on the handle. See Hall p. 175  $75.00
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51 Large ceramic dish with Churchill painting

!is dish produced by Border Fine Arts is 10.5 x 8 inches and 
about    1.5 depth. !e painting is A Study of Boats.   $75.00

52 Baccarat Churchill crystal paperweight blue
background by Franklin Mint

Heavy glass faceted paperweight is about 3 inch diameter, has a 
deep purple base.  $25.00

53 Bairstow Manor figure of Churchill Man of
the Century on flag base

!is standing figure modelled by Ray Noble, about 8.5 inches tall, 
in an edition of 500. It has Churchill in a dark suit, on an oval base
of a British flag.  $50.00

54 Large Churchill jug as Firstt Lord of the
Admiralt

!is large 11 inch tall character jug was modelled by Andy Moss  as
part of the Kevin Francis Replica Series, and takes its design from 
the now scarce jug made by Wilkinson in 1941 !is was a limited 
edition of only 250, this being no. 172.  Conditiuon is pristine, 
includes certificate and makers blue box. $200.00

55 Large Chartwell plate

!is 11 inch plate was designed by John Holder, produced by 
Oakley Fine China, and sold at the gift shop at Chartwell in the 
1980s. In national Trust fitted box. It has been 12 years since I had
one of these.  $75.00

56 Churchill on VE Day Collector Plate

!is 8 inch plate shows Churchill amid the cheering crowds in may
1945. Plate made by Aynsley China  $10.00

57 Royal Doulton Churchill Character jug
D6849

Churchill in black hat with flag handle, modelled by Stanley Taylor
in an edition of 9500, sold in 1989. !is is no. 2314. Height 4 
inches  $75.00

58 Small Churchill jug by Shorter & Son

!is character jug is only 4 inches tall, and hardly the most 
attractive of jugs. But do you have one. Produced by Shorter & Son
during World war II. !is exact piece in Hall p. 35.  $40.00

59 Mappin and Webb  silver Centenary
Decanter

!is decanter is made from solid sterling silver with stopper, raised
Churchill arms. Height about 11.26 ins, weighs 830 grams. Comes
with certificate in large wood framed blue leatherette box that has 
some wear.  $850.00

60 Royal Worcester VE Day plate

!is 10.5 inch plate issued by Peter Jones China to mark the 50th
Anniversary of VE Day. Picture shows the famous scene of 
Churchill and their majesties on the balcony. Limited edition of 
3000 plates  $20.00
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61 Caithness Glass paperweight Churchill
Anniversary 1940-2000

!is 3 inch crystal sphere has two flat surfaces, a base and the other
with an image of Churchill standing before Parliament. Blue 
background and scattered bubbles. Made by Caithness in an edition
of 100, this no. 50.  $20.00

62 Large dressed doll of Churchill in suit

!is detailed oll is 15 ins. tall, real cloth used for clothing, detailed
head. A hat and cigar are supplied loose to be installed as desired. 
!is doll made by Effanbee in 1984  $20.00

63 Nemon bust by Spode China 1st edition
1965

!is bust based on the Oscar Nemon model was issued by Spode 
China in 1965. It states 1st edition on the base and this was an 
edition of only 1000 copies. About 7 inches high, polished rather 
than glazed. See Hall p. 28.   $100.00

64 Mini wall plaque of Churchill

!is 2-1/4 inch china plate has Churchill portrait. Made by 
Caverswall China of Staffs.  $5.00

65 Large bronze bust of Churchill by Wylder

!is bust sculpted by Sebastian Wylder of Lakeland Creations in 
Cumbria. !is is real metal and rings like hollow metal. On a 
marble base, overall height is 11 inches. Very scarce, not in Hall.   
$400.00

66 Bairstow Manor figure of Churchill Man of
the Century in yellow suit

!is standing figure modeled by Ray Noble, about 8.5 inches tall, 
in an edition of 500, this no. 446.  It has Churchill in a yellow suit,
on a black oval base.  $50.00

67 Royal Winston Churchill jug 1941

Produced by Royal Winston Grimwades in several sizes, see Hall p.
34. !is jug about 4 inches high. !e handle is a cigar. !e bottom
stamping states Premier of Gt. Britain, Man of the Year.  $60.00

68 Winston on warship figurine

!is ceramic figure is about 7.5 inches long, shows Churchill 
astride a warship. Marked Lady Grace China, part of the KF/Peggy
Davis empire.  I have seen this with both white and black uniforms.
Flawless condition in makers blue box. $100.00

69 !e Churchill Plate by Spode

One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5 inch 
plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded by garter.
!is plate, no. 887 of 5000, come in the makers fitted silk lined 
box. See Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo.  $25.00

70 Heyfron bronze bust of !e Army Churchill

!is bust by Sussex sculptor Victor Hefron has Churchill fatigue 
uniform, so referred to as the Army Churchill. Cold cast bronze, 
8.5 ins tall including plinth.   $120.00
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71 Stuart Crystal glass tankard Churchill and
spitfires

!is commemorative tankard features images of Churchill and two
spitfires, and a V symbol with Grim and Gay at the base. 4 inches 
high, 3 inch diameter. !is exact piece is shown in Hall p. 77. .   
$35.00

72 Small jug of Churchill in desert uniform

!is jug produced by Bairstow Manor about 4.25 inches high, 
modelled by Ray Noble. !is no. 426 of 1500.  $15.00

73 Kevin Francis ceramic bust of Churchill

!is bust modeled by Ray Noble, height 6 inches, depth 7 ins from
cigar to handle No. 467 of a limited edition of 750. !is alternate 
colourway has reddish brown hair rather than white.  $35.00

74 Churchill the Bricklayer figure by Manor

!is large figure is about 10 inches high, lots of detail, produced in
multiple colourways, this one has a maroon coat.   $120.00

75 Churchill portrait in glass block

!is portrait of Churchill by Stephen Kettle is suspended in a 3 x 
3.5 x 1.25 in. glass block, no 2 of 1000, comes in a fitted box from
Bletchley Park  $15.00

76 Plate with black swans painting by Limoges
for Asprey

!is elaborate plate is 9.5 inches, made by Limoges (France) for 
Asprey Ltd, the famed Bond St. retailer. !e plate features a 
painting by Churchill. !is was issued in 1974, no details on 
edition size, but this is the first I have seen, Not mentioned in Hall
or other references.  $150.00

77 Churchill and !e Few Collector Plate

An 8 inch plate from James Sadler China showing Churchill, RAF 
emblem and words about !e Few.  $10.00

78 Royal Mint Churchill figure

!is detailed figure shows Churchill w hat, cigar, and a walking 
stick, mounted on a circular marble base with a stack of old £sd 
coins. Overall height just over 6 inches. Includes leaflet.  $100.00

79 Verlinden Winston Churchill bust

!is is a 1:4 scale bust with a marble base of Churchill in RAF 
uniform. Note that this an unassembled and unpainted kit from a 
Belgian company that makes military models. Some assembly 
required.  See Hall p. 16.  $15.00

80 Churchill Centenary Glass Decanter by
Garrard & Co.

Issued as part of their Centenary collection in the same two tone 
brown leatherette hard cases as the silver plates. Decorated in gold 
color design, stands about 10.5 inches high. NIOte that the inside 
end of the stopper is damaged.  $50.00
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81 Baccarat Churchill crystal paperweight
purple background by Franklin Mint

Heavy glass faceted paperweight is about 3 inch diameter, has a 
deep purple base.  $25.00

82 pair of small jugs- Chamberlain & Churchill
by Lancaster

!ese little jugs are about 3 inches high, made by Lancaster. See 
Hall p. 37.  $30.00

83 White plastic bust

!is is the familiar Pikering bust, discussed at length by Hall on p.
28. Just over 5 inches  $25.00

84 Pewter figure of Churchill by English
Miniatures

Detailed figure, 4 ins. high on wood plinth. Comes with maker's 
box and leaflet. Shiny finish, so may be silver plated  $25.00

85 Large bronze bust of Churchill

!is bust follows the familiar style with bowtie and OM on sash. 
!is is 14 ins. high, made of metal as it hollow and rings like metal.
$.00

86 Royal Doulton Churchill Centenary Portrait
Bust

!is large 11.5 inch bust in black basalt with gold lettering. !is is
no 688 of a limited edition of 750. !is is scarce and desirable, one
was offered in Langworth's catalogue at $1500.00 in the 90s and 
currently offered online at £900/$1485.00.  No plinth included.  
$500.00

87 Large bronze bust of Churchill by Peter
Close

!is massive bust is over 14 ins. high and weighs nearly 14 lbs. 
!is is no 27 from a limited edition of 99. made of cold cast bronze
with a square base. Retail is £275/$450.   $300.00

88 Churchill forces series character jug by
Manor Limited editions-Army

From a series of 3 character jugs, modelled by Ray Noble, produced
by Manor Limited Editions in a numbered edition of 500. !is is 
the Army jug, no. 128/500. Handle is a soldier draped in the flag.
Height about 5.75 ins.   $100.00

89 Wedgwood 1974 Chrismas plate- Parliament

!is 8 inch plate in blue jasper shows the Houses of Parliament. In
Original Wedgwood box.   $5.00

90 Peggy Nisbet doll of Churchill in Knight of
the Garter robes

!is handmade dressed doll from Britain's premier maker of 
historical figure dolls stands about 7.5 inches tall. see Hall p. 63. 
Produced in 1953 at the time Churchill was knighted.   $10.00
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91 small jug of Churchill in uniform hat by
Burleigh

!is cute little jug is only about 3 inches, made by Burleigh 
(Burgess and Leigh). !e green handle identifies this as wartime. 
(see Hall p. 34)  $30.00

92 Churchill forces series character jug by
Manor Limited editions-RAF

From a series of 3 character jugs, modelled by Ray Noble, produced
by Manor Limited Editions in a numbered edition of 500. !is is 
the RAF  jug, no. 290/500. Handle is a pilot with OTT mustache,
draped in the RAF flag. Height about 5.75 ins.   $100.00

93 Standing Figure of Churchill in Lord
Warden uniform

Entitled Naval Churchill, this ceramic stands  9 ins. tall, and has an
opening in the top and an anchor as a handle so can be classed as a 
jug. From Kevin Francis in an edition of 750, this is no. 297. !e 
base reads NEVER DESPAIR. !ese sold new for $290.00, see 
Hall p. 166.  $150.00

94 Winston Churchill: Royal Doulton 
Character Jug of the year 1992 D6907

!is large character jug  modelled by Stanley Taylor, sold only in 
1992. Just under 7 inches tall and wide. Includes certificate  
$130.00

95 Large bust of Churchill in chrome finish

!is bust follows the familiar style with bowtie and OM on sash. 
!is bust finished in a striking chrome finish, 14 ins. high.  
$125.00

96 !e Abbeydale Chalice

One of the scarcest and most attractive of Churchill ceramics. 
Produced in an edition of 250 for !os. Goode. !is lidded urn 
stands 11 inches high, elaborately decorated in gilt over an eight 
sided design in deep blue and white. Smith illustrates this item on 
p. 180 and values it at  a thousand Pounds in 1988. See also Hall p.
172-3. One of these was listed by Churchillbooks in the Carmichael
collection in 1991 at $3000.00. Online for $2475.00. Please see 
colour illustration. Fine condition, no flaws noted. with some docs.
$1250.00

97 Churchill character jug by Wood & Sons

!is jug stands about 5.5 ins. high. See Hall p. 39 which dates this
at 1980.  $25.00

98 Huge real metal  bust of Churchill by Wylder

!is bust sculpted by Sebastian Wylder of Lakeland Creations in 
Cumbria. !is is real metal and rings like hollow metal. On a 
round base, overall height is 18.5 inches. Very scarce, not in Hall. 
!is will take over a room.  $750.00

99 Silver dish with Churchill crown coin

!is dish is made of hallmarked sterling and has the signature of 
Lady Churchill engraved in it. !e crown coin appears to have been
silver plated. !is was a numbered edition and this is no. 2225, 
stamped on bottom. Issued by !e Library of Imperial History in 
1974. !e dish is 4 inch diameter, depth about 3/4 inch, total 
weight about  75 grams. Supplied in its original fitted case.   $85.00

100 Churchill Centenary Plate

!is large 10.5 inch plate features Let us go Forward Together and
a drawing of Churchill made in 1943 by Seil Island artist C. John 
Taylorhas.  Gold rim. Made by Liverpool Road Pottery of Stoke-
on-Trent.   $25.00
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101 Bust of Churchill with tommygun

Please note this is an unpainted kit and assorted arms and heads 
need to be painted and assembled. Retail on this is $56.95. Made 
by Mil-Mart Miniatures  $20.00

102 Wedgwood Portrait Medallion of Churchill

!is oval portrait in blue jasper was issued in 1974 in an edition of
100, this is no. 446. Comes in fitted case with folding wallet 
containing leaflet and certificate.  $75.00

103 Heyfron bust of Churchill in white marble

!is bust by Sculptor Victor Heyfron is known as the wrap-around
bust. Height about 8 inches. !is is molded in a white marble 
material.  $80.00

104 Peter Hicks bronze figure Churchill Dec.
1941

!is cold cast bronze figure shows Churchill holding a cane and 
giving the V sign. From English sculptor Peter Hicks. Overall 
height about 13 inches.  $200.00

105 Large heavy bust of Churchill by Sebastian
Wylder

!is bust is 11 ins high and over 11 inches wide, and weighs 15.5 
lbs.   Sculpted by Sebastian Wylder of Lakeland Creations in 
Cumbria. Only a few of these Churchill busts were ever made and 
they are no longer offered. Made of cold cast bronze on an oval 
black base.  $750.00

106 Wedgwood black basalt plate

!is black basalt plate issued in 1974 by Wedgwood, 6.5 inch dia.,
Churchill relief portrait in center, gold lettering around edges. With
original box.  Listed at $150.00 in Carmichael (57). See Hall p. 
152.  $15.00

107 Black  plastic bust

!is is the familiar Pikering bust, discussed at length by Hall on p.
28. Just over 5 inches  $20.00

108 Framed print of Churchill painting A Study
of Boats

!is is a deluxe facsimile signed lithograph on art paper, from a 
limited edition sold by the Sir Winston Churchill Trust, with their
blind embossed stamp. !is is no. 87 of 150 Special Proofs, within
an overall edition of 750. Retail is $825-950.00 for an unframed 
standard print. Image size 20 x 16, frame size 28 x 25 inches. In a 
very high quality custom gold frame.   $400.00

109 Sir Winston and Lady Churchill figure

!is detailed figure shows the Churchill in 1955 dressed as they 
entertained the Queen upon announcing his retirement as PM. size
8.25 x 6.75 ins. Produced by Lady Grace China, part of the 
KF/Peggy Davies group. !ere are multiple colourways on this 
piece, so note that this example has a red dress.  $75.00

110 Churchill the Artist, figure by Manor
Limited Editions

!is ceramic figurine is about 9.25 ins. tall, and shows Churchill 
sitting at his easel doing a painting. !is figure was produced with 
several pictures shown on the canvas. !is model has a scene with a
boat in foreground and mountains inn distance  $75.00
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111 Heritage sculptures RAF bust of Churchill

!is bust has a round plinth with Churchill in RAF uniform and 
hat.  Made from marble resin with a bronze finish. Height overall 
about 8.25 inches. Sculpted by Tony Leonard, who runs Heritage 
Sculptures in West Sussex. Limited edition of 2000. !e base is 
some other material and shows a few chips around its lower edge.  
$50.00

112 Large figure of Churchill the Politician

!is ceramic figure from Manor Limited Editions is 11 inches tall,
has Churchill in a grey suit, with Big Ben and British flag behind. 
!is is no. 347 of 750. Retail on this was £150.00/$250.00  
$120.00

113 Sterling silver plate designed by John
Spencer-Churchill

!is plate is title !e Hour of Decision. Designed by Churchill's 
nephew, John, produced in solid sterling silver, the 9 inch plate is 
hallmarked, serial numbered, and supplied in a padded box, 
illustrated on the outside with a watercolour by Sarah of her father.
Weighs 380 grams of solid sterling silver.  !is plate is still sealed 
inside the box in shrinkwrap and the photo was made using another
plate !is is no. 281.  $400.00

114 Churchill forces series character jug by
Manor Limited editions-Navy

From a series of 3 character jugs, modelled by Ray Noble, produced
by Manor Limited Editions in a numbered edition of 500. !is is 
the Royal Navy  jug, no. 211/500. Handle is a naval rating, draped
in the Royal Navy flag. Height about 5.75 ins.   $100.00

115 Bookends made from bombed House of
Commons

After the bombing of the House of Commons in 1941, there were a
series of items made from the blasted stone, the best known 
probably bookends such as these. Each is 6 inches high, with a cast 
lead emblem, one of Churchill.  !e pair weighs 9 pounds.  
$450.00

116 Royal Doulton D-Day Churchill Plate

!is 8 inch collector plate produced by Royal Doulton and 
marketed by !e Bradford Exchange   $10.00

117 Stafforshire Churchill Character Jug

!is 4.5" jug features a cane as the handle. See Hall p. 39.  $20.00

118 Churchill Character Jug- !e Yalta Tea
Party

Shaped more as a tea pot than a normal jug, the handle is formed 
by heads of Stalin and FDR, the cigar is the spout. Produced by 
Bairstow Manor, this no. 530 in an edition of 750. Retail at 
WCshop is $215.00. Height 5 ins, 8 ins across.  $80.00

119 Large Churchill figure Man in a Hurry by
Bairstow Manor

!is figurine stands 9.5 ins tall, modelled by Ray Noble, based on a
well known caricature from 1919. Produced in a limited edition of
100, this is no. 31. UK retail £140/$230.00.   $100.00

120 Group of 6 Finest Hour Hour Plates from
Hamilton

!ese collector plates from !e Hamilton Collection are from a 
series  !is Was !eir Finest Hour, Plates are 8 inch diameter.  
$40.00
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121 Large Churchill memorial plaque by Frank
Kovacs

!is plaque is about 5.2 ins diameter, cast in a silver colored metal.
!e background is painted brown and is chipping off. !e info I 
received with this indicates it dates from 1949. Kovacs is best 
known for his design of the 1965 Spink Churchill medal.  $75.00

122 Large bronze bust by Joseph Williams

!is is a large heavy bust. It weighs 16.8 lbs , 7.6 kg. Its height is 
just over 11 inches without base, nearly 13 with. !e artist name is
on the rear surface "J. Williams '78". Includes circular wood base 
made from oak from Blenheim Palace. !is item is no. 22 on page
31 in Hall's book. !is is a very impressive bust   $350.00

123 Huge framed print of Churchill by Arthur
Pan

!is familiar image of a seated Churchill was painted by Prof. Pan 
in the 1940s, the a group of prints sold in 1943 to raise money for 
charity. !is is a really large print in custom frame. the visible 
image area ia 43 x 32.5 inches, the overall frame size is 54 x 43 
inches. !e framing  likely cost more than the print. Shipping 
would be freight or Greyhound  $175.00

124 Peter Hicks bronze figure Churchill D-Day
+6

!is cold cast bronze figure is about 12 inches high, depicts 
Churchill with binoculars and naval cap.  $200.00

125 Silver dish with Churchill crown coin

!is dish is made from fully hallmarked silver, maker is Roberts 
and Dore of Birmingham. Diameter is just under 4 inches, depth 
about a half inch, weight about 76 grams. Supplied in a padded 
fitted box with a brass clasp.   $65.00

126 Charcater jug of Churchill as 4th Hussar by
Manor

!is stunning character figure is over 11 inches high, made by 
manor Collectibles. Limited edition of 350. offered for £200/
$330.00 online.  $120.00

127 Churchill bust by Leo Cherne

!is bust is about 7.5 ins. including base, with sculptors name and
63 date. !is is a bronze coated plaster cast produced by Alva 
Studios for the Leo Cherne Museum. !ere is one of these on ebay
asking $450.00. Cherne is best known for his bust of JFK  $125.00

128 Bairstow Manor figure of Churchill Man of
the Century on flag base

!is standing figure modeled by Ray Noble, about 8.5 inches tall, 
in an edition of 500, this no. 321. It has Churchill in a gray suit, on
an oval base of a British flag.  $50.00

129 Bronze memorial plaque from Chartwell

!is souvenir plaque of cold cast bronze on a wood base. size about
4.5 ins. square.  $40.00

130 Marble bust of Churchill on plinth

!is 7.5 inch bust is made from marble resin and follows the 
familiar style of the Pikering bust.   $25.00
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131 Square dish with Churchill painting

!is dish produced by Border Fine Arts is 5.5 ins square and about
1 inch depth. !e painting is A Study of Boats  $35.00

132 Churchill Anniversary Plate 1940-1990

!is 8 inch collector plate designed by Stephen Barnsley, produced
by Caverswall China, best known for its decorative 
commemoratives. See item 47 on p. 152 in Hall.   $10.00

133 Kevin Francis character jug of Churchill in
blue cap

Classic pose with cigar and V sign, height about 4.25 inches. From
Peggy Davies ceramics, Hall cites this as the first from this maker, 
see p. 40.   $45.00

134 Royal Doulton wartime Churchill tankard

!is one pint earthenware tankard features a transfer design of the
PM in brown and green. Height 5.5 inches. !e base marked with
Doulton logo and quote of !is was their Finest Hour. !is exact
piece shown in Hall p. 158.   $35.00

135 large D-Day portrait bust of Churchill

Produced by Baistow Manor to celebrate the 60th anniversary of D-
Day. Modelled by Ray Noble, about 7.25 ins. high. !is is no. 320
of a limited edition of 350.  $100.00

136 !ere'll Always be an England large dinner
plate

!is very attractive tableware was made by BCM Nelsonware and is
my favourite of the transferware. plate is about 10 inch diameter.  
See Hall p. 148, no. 18.   $.00

137 Hot cast bronze bust of Churchill by Victor
Heyfron

!is small bust is pure metal, not resin, so very dense and heavy. 
Overall about 6 ins. high. !is is no. 15 of a limited edition of 40.
$250.00

138 Churchill Centenary plate by Paragon China

!is is one of the prettiest of Churchill Plates. Produced by 
Paragon  China Ltd. in 1974.  10 inch diameter, gold edged, 
Churchill arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar casket. !is is
no. 269 of 1000. See Hall p. 153. Plate is fine, in maker's gold 
stamped satin lined box. Includes certificate.   $40.00

139 Caricature figure of Churchill by David Low
of 1926

!is well known image of Churchill on a step was drawn by noted
cartoonist David Low in 1926 and published by !e New 
Statesman. Reproduced here as a ceramic figure modelled by Ray 
Noble, produced by Bairstow Manor. Just under 7 inches high. No.
^2 of a limited edition of only 100. Retail is £140/$230.00, but 
sold out now.  $100.00

140 Large standing figurine of Churchill in
Garter robes

!is ceramic figure stands about 12 inches high. Churchill walking
down a red carpet wearing robes of a Knight of the Garter. !ere is
a handle in the back that looks like Windsor Castle. !is no. 268 of
a limited edition of 750 from Manor.  $100.00
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